Congratulations to Dr. Lori Post, PhD, and her team for their work creating the Global SARS-COV-2 Surveillance Project (GASSP). This new COVID-19 dashboard seeks to synthesize data about COVID-19 in a way that makes the data accessible and useful for monitoring real-time week to week changes. The GASSP team created and validated novel surveillance metrics including: (1) speed, (2) acceleration, (3) jerk (change in acceleration), (4) 7-Day Lag, and (5) 7-Day Persistence effects that serve as early signals of change. The data are available for all global regions and the project was funded by Feed the Future through the U.S. Agency for International Development and a Davee Innovations Research Endowment Grant.

The GASSP database has already resulted extensive media coverage and in five publications for Dr. Post and team, a team that includes Drs. Cameron Jones (PGY-2) and Sean Watts (PGY-3).

Link to dashboard here: https://sites.northwestern.edu/covidglobalsurveillance/
Q&A with Amy Zosel, MD, MS, NUEM Alum

Dr. Amy Zosel received her medical degree at the Medical College of Wisconsin before joining the Northwestern University Emergency Medicine Residency training program in 2003. After completing residency training in 2007, Dr. Zosel went on to complete a Medical Toxicology Fellowship at the Rocky Mountain Poison Center, and she concurrently completed a Masters of Clinical Science at the University of Colorado in Denver.

She joined the faculty at Medical College of Wisconsin in 2010 where she currently serves as the Vice Chair of Research. She is also the Wisconsin Poison Center Research Director and the Emergency Department Mentoring Champion. Her research interests include toxicology epidemiology, the abuse, misuse and diversion of prescription medications as well as physician use and impact of state-wide prescription drug monitoring programs.

How did you first become interested in emergency medicine research?

It’s all about mentorship. I participated in the Medical College of Wisconsin Summer Research Program between my 1st and 2nd years in Medical school. Due to the amazing dedication of faculty, most notably my summer mentor, Dr. Mary Beth Phelan, I was able to present at the Wisconsin Emergency Medicine Research Forum where I was awarded Best Presentation. This exhilarating experience lit the fire in my belly to continue to ask, then answer, the questions that come up frequently in our clinical practice. Research is formalized curiosity but the logistics must be learned and taught to others. Early on in my training, I realized that research is a way to create a legacy and help others by making a long-term impact on the future of medicine.

How did your residency and fellowship experiences contribute to your decision to pursue a research career after training?

Experiences that inspired me to pursue an academic career involving research revolved around excellent mentorship. I was fortunate to receive research tutelage in residency by several amazing NUEM faculty members. Dr. Mark Mycyk guided me in all the steps of scholarship creation and dissemination around a project entitled “Zolpidem misuse with other medications or alcohol frequently results in intensive care unit admission.” I am also forever grateful to Dr. Mike Gisondi, my associate residency director, who suggested that I pursue a research elective during my 4th year of residency, which was unprecedented at the time. I was able to purpose that valuable time for finishing the zolpidem manuscript and also used the valuable time to apply for the NIH Loan Repayment Grant. All in all, none of this happens in a vacuum and I appreciate the support and guidance during residency at Northwestern that laid the foundation for further opportunities.

I had further opportunity to gain tools for my research tool belt during fellowship. Dr Kennon Heard, my fellowship director, taught me several practical tools. Not only did he teach me how to write a good case report through examples and practice but he taught me to keep trying. These are two very important skills! He instilled the idea that you must keep falling forward and eventually you will make progress. You will never write a paper unless you write the first sentence.
Q&A Continued

As faculty at Medical College of Wisconsin, you have been very successful with publications. Please tell us about one of your favorite recent projects or publications.

This is a very tough question as each project and publication brings opportunities for growth. That being said, I am energized by collaboration and seeing others succeed. An example comes to mind of an Intern asking me for guidance because we couldn’t find any literature on lacosamide overdoses to help him take care of a patient in the pediatric ICU. That was because there was little to no literature around the toxicity of the relatively new drug. I suggested he become the world’s expert and do a review using the National Poison Data System. He energetically pursued the answer to his question, presented his results at Wisconsin Emergency Medicine Research Forum and the North American Congress on Clinical Toxicology and published a manuscript. He asked a great question, made a permanent contribution to our pool of knowledge, gained new skills and now understands what it takes to perform such a study. As his mentor and sponsor, I can say it gave me an incredible amount of joy. There is no greater honor for a mentor than to see a mentee succeed.

You have also been successful mentoring trainees (both medical student and resident) in research and have been honored on several occasions and both an outstanding clinical teacher and an outstanding resident research advisor. What advice do you have to share for either residents seeking research mentorship or for faculty providing mentorship?

Good communication is key. Expectation setting from the start sets mentorship-mentee pairs for success. In addition, I would encourage any pair to collaborate on a mutually shared passion. The best projects are those that both individuals are passionate about.

You have recently taken on the role of Vice Chair of Research at MCW. How has emergency department research at MCW been impacted by the pandemic?

Emergency medicine people are especially nimble when it comes to creative problem-solving. We have certainly learned to better leverage technology for the purposes of education and administration. In addition, our MCW community has come together in new ways. For example, when basic scientists had to temporarily hibernate their labs, many doated their PPE to front line workers. This was a touching example of care for others. I found this extremely heartwarming and a testament to being part of the altruism of our researchers. New team science research workgroups have emerged as well. It is great to see new partnerships form with the goal of fighting the COVID-19 pandemic.
Resident Spotlight

Congratulations Dr. Adesuwa Akhetuamhen for accepting a research fellowship position at the National Clinical Scholars Program at UCSF for the 2021 cohort. The National Clinical Scholars Program (NCSP) grew out of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Clinical Scholars program and teaches rigorous research design while also emphasizing outcomes and the impact of policy-relevant research. Dr. Akhetuamhen will be the second NUEM grad to join the NCSP at UCSF in just two years, following Dr. Vidya Eswaran (’20) into the program.

Below, Dr. Maren Leibowitz describes her recent work on a manuscript currently in press at The Western Journal of Emergency Medicine entitled “Emergency Medicine Social Media Influencers use of Twitter during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic: A mixed methods analysis.” Maren is the first author on this forthcoming publication and collaborated on the project with our NUEM research summer students from last year (Michael Scudder & Meghan McCabe) and faculty including Drs. Chan, Klein, McCarthy and Trueger.

Our study was a mixed-methods analysis of Tweets posted by the influential emergency medicine Twitter users during the early months of the COVID pandemic in the United States. Our analysis showed that influential EM Twitter users in the US were delivering messages most often pertaining to news stories or information directly relating to patient care. We felt that our results highlighted how EM influencers can leverage social media in public health emergencies.

Most of my previous research was either bench work or quantitative data analysis, so this was my first project involving qualitative research. It was a great opportunity to learn new research methods and I have learned how valuable qualitative data can be. Plus it was a fun project for me to get back into research!
Resident Publications

Check out some of the recently published articles including NUEM residents as authors.
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